
Elevated Teams meetings with certified hardware solutions

Cisco Devices for 
Microsoft Teams Rooms
The Teams experience you know, on Cisco 
collaboration devices you’ll love.
Experience native Microsoft Teams meetings on a set 
of certified collaboration devices for any workspace 
across your organization—from the desk to the large 
conference room.

In addition to RoomOS, Cisco is enabling a full-
featured Microsoft Teams Rooms (MTR) experience on 
select desk and room hardware solutions. The choice 
is yours: use the Webex collaboration experience 
alongside powerful video interoperability or run your 
device as a native Microsoft Teams system while still 
having access to feature-rich Webex meetings.

Enjoy an elevated Microsoft Teams room collaboration 
experience powered by device intelligence, hassle-
free admin, and engaging design embedded into 
a selection of certified, next-generation Microsoft 
Teams Rooms systems, Microsoft Teams Displays, 
and Microsoft Teams Panels from Cisco.

Room Kit Pro Room Kit EQ

Available Q1 2023 Available mid-2023

Board Pro 55/75Room Bar Desk Pro Room Navigator
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A familiar Microsoft Teams experience
Experience the full value of Teams meetings on  
certified Cisco video endpoints for any workspace—  
from the desk and focus rooms to ideation spaces  
and large boardrooms.

Get fully featured Webex meetings
Join feature-rich Webex meetings and access third- 
party apps even when you are running the device in 
native Microsoft Teams mode.

Breathtaking camera views
Leverage optimized people framing and intelligent views 
to create more equitable, true-to-life meetings that 
levels the playing field for every participant.

No distractions, just crisp sound
Block out unwanted background noises and enjoy 
crystal-clear sound to ensure frictionless and productive 
collaboration with sophisticated audio controls.

Reimagine workspaces
Enjoy intelligent workspaces 
designed for hybrid work with 
devices for every workspace

Freedom of choice 
Get the full value of Microsoft 
Teams Rooms and fully featured 
Webex meetings

Intelligent meetings  
Benefit from built-in audio and 
camera intelligence for more 
inclusive meetings 

Expert workspace management  
Manage devices in Teams Admin  
Center and get access to Control 
Hub advanced management and 
analytics

Vibrant presentations
Transform your presentations with powerful content 
sharing via a single USB-C cable or wirelessly with 
Webex, Miracast, or Apple AirPlay.

Intuitive controls at your fingertips
Join your next meeting with a single touch and benefit 
from built-in room sensors to track occupancy and 
workspace conditions.

Enhance workspace management
Streamline cloud device management with a single view 
of all device endpoints and rich workspace analytics in 
Control Hub, alongside Teams Admin Center.

Seamless onboarding
Easily configure the devices for native Webex and 
industry-leading video interop on RoomOS or run  
native Microsoft Teams Rooms, without the hassle.

Why Cisco devices for Microsoft Teams
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 For more information  
 Please visit webex.com/teamsdevices 

http://webex.com/teamsdevices

